
 

F.A.L.T.U is a Bollywood comedy movie directed by Raj Kanwar, released in 2006, starring Akshay Khanna, Vidya Balan and
Paresh Rawal in the lead roles. Failed for College Yet? FALTI is a post-modernist approach to higher education that focuses on
the "what" of learning instead of the "how." Download Faltu movie free 720p for PC with best features like language selection
and subtitles selections https://www.facebook. com/FaltuMovieEnglishSubtitles Faltu is a Bollywood movie released in 2006
and directed by Raj Kanwar. The story revolves around the success and failure of two brothers: Bhiku and Mangal Singh
(Akshay Khanna and Paresh Rawal). The film is based on the 1971 satire-comedy "Wedding Album" (also called "Wedding
Party"). Khan is a master in rendering hilarious scenes in the movie. There are many regional language songs such as Hindi,
Punjabi, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu etc. But there are no songs in all regional languages because of the lack of time during the film
shooting process. 

The music was composed by Raju Khan.

Raj Kanwar (Director) was the Filmfare Award for Best First Film of a Director in 2007. The film has performed well at Box
Office. The music was appreciated for its freshness and its spectacular sound effects. Although it had an under-performance at
the box office, it still got good reports from the critics. It has been reported that there were attempts to censor the film in some
countries, but they were denied approval by the IMB owing to time constraints encountered during its film shoot and also
because of insufficient publicity about the movie. Faltu is a 2014 Bollywood comedy film directed by Ritesh Batra, starring
Arunoday Singh, Priyanka Chopra and Irrfan Khan. The film is based on the 2009 Bollywood movie Faltu, but like Faltu
(2006), it too has no English songs. FALTU Trailer HD http://www.enquiroz.com/film-review-faltu-original-tamil-
dubbed/page/40/all#ixzz3X0KeiG3H (Movie Review) http://www.amaatcinema. com/opinion-faltu-movie.html

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2337810/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 http://www.themoviesite.com/reviews/faltu-movies-review/

 https://www.mindanaoinsight.com/blogtour-one-year-after-the-funniest-bahasa-melayu--sarawak--movie--theeskandaruddin
(MindingAna) http://dunaliciousfilms.blogspot.
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